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Changes in -07

- Expansion to incorporate multiple additional use-cases.
- Verbiage clean-up.
- Re-addition of ‘HOME-NET’ use-case.
Outstanding Issues Impacting WGLC Readiness

• Must incorporate details of DOTS communication dialogue into all use-cases.

• Need resolution on inclusion or exclusion of ‘HOME-NET’ use-case.

• Consideration of additional WG feedback for incorporation into draft.

• Grammatical & prose cleanup throughout.
Preparing Upcoming -09 for WGLC

- Make a decision on inclusion or exclusion of ‘HOME-NET’ use-case.
- Add DOTS communications dialogue to all use-cases.
- Clean up grammar and prose throughout.
- Post Markdown source to GitHub repository.
- Prepare & post -08 WGLC beta; receive additional feedback from WG.
- Incorporate input, generate -09 as WGLC candidate.